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SUMMARY

• Superior performance by women on a task requiring
object location memory has challenged the traditional view
that men excel on all spatial tasks. Sexual orientation is also
associated with variation in cognitive ability pattern, but such
association appears to be more consistent for a real-world
ten-getting task than for paper-and-pencil spatial tests. Finally,
there is increasing evidence that early exposure to sex hormones has lasting effects on problem-solving behaviour; moreover, current fluctuations in sex hormones in both men and
women are associated with changes in cognitive pattern.
(Biomed Rev 1997; 7: 33-39)
INTRODUCTION

• Inasmuch as variations in cognitive profile are related to
biological characteristics such as hand preference and sex, the
latter provide a useful method for studying the neurobiology of
cognition. Scientific evidence for consistent differences in cog* This article has been published in Current Opinion in Neurobiology 1996; 6: 259-263 and is reprinted with permission
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nitive function between men and women has accumulated for
well over 50 years (1, 2). A solid body of research, carried out
primarily in North America and Western Europe, has established
that men, on average, excel on spatial tasks (particularly those
tapping ability to imaginally rotate a figure; see Fig. 1), perception of the vertical and horizontal, mathematical reasoning, and
spatio-motor targeting ability. Women, on average, excel on
tasks of verbal fluency (where words must be generated with
constraints on the letters they contain), perceptual speed (in
which rapid pattern-identity matches are made), verbal and item
memory, and some fine motor skills.
The question of what determines such ability differences between men and women has been the subject of much discussion. Most researchers currently working on sexual dimorphism
in cognitive function have adopted as a useful organizing principle one that stresses the division of labour between the sexes
during our hunter-gatherer history (2, 3 **, 4, 5). Men were more
likely to be involved in hunting game, and more likely to engage in long-distance travel, hence, they would be selected for
spatial navigational and targetting ability. Women would be more
engaged in foraging near the home base, in care of home and
children, hence would have evolved greater sensitivity to small
changes in the appearance of infants or the home environment,
and would employ navigational strategies that emphasize familiar landmarks.
The evidence from structural brain differences between the
sexes, sex hormone influences, and similarities in sex differences
across cultures (6*, 7), combine to suggest that men's and
women' s brains are to a significant extent wired differently from
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Figure 1. Example of a mental rotation task. The subject must decide if the two figures could be the same or not. Men typically
perform better at this type of task.

the start. Nevertheless, environmental influences must interact
with diverse predispositions to produce large variation within
each sex; and in the larger comparative context, the similarities
between human males and females far outweigh the differences.

finds a female advantage even when the objects are unfamiliar
and difficult to name (3**). Since this task would by most definitions be considered spatial, the question for future research is
how it differs from other spatial tasks on which men are superior.

This review will focus on studies relating cognitive pattern to
sex and sexual orientation, on sex hormone influences on cognitive pattern, and on some possibly relevant brain differences
between men and women.

SEX HORMONES AND COGNITIVE PATTERN

SEX DIFFERENCES IN COGNITIVE
STRENGTHS
• Several studies in the past years have confirmed the typical differences between men and women - better performance
by men on mathematical reasoning (8, 9), mental rotation (10**,
1 I, 12"), perception of the horizontal (10**, 13), and targetting
accuracy (14**). Women were confirmed to have larger colour
vocabularies (15), better verbal memory (16), and better performance on a test of finger dexterity (14**)
A significant departure from the expected findings on sex difIcrences has been the discovery that women excel also on a test
of location memory for objects (17). The procedure entails the
presentation of an array of objects (Fig.2) for one minute. Then
a second array is presented, in which half of the object locations are exchanged, and the subject is required to indicate both
the changed and unchanged locations. Women correctly identi fy more of these than do men, and this is not accounted for by
their better item memory. A recent paper by the same authors
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• Hormones secreted by the gonads are known to exert
potent effects on behaviour. During critical periods early in the
life of mammals, androgens and their metabolites organize the
brain to produce lifelong, irreversible effects on a variety of reproductive and non-reproductive sexually dimorphic behaviors ("organizational" influences) (18). Moreover, fluctuations
in the levels of these hormones in adulthood, called "activational" influences, may alter the likelihood that the same
behaviours will occur. A perinatal influence of androgens on
adult spatial ability has been demonstrated in rodents (19).
In humans also it appears that the early presence of androgens
may organize the male brain to enhance certain spatial functions. The best evidence for this comes from a condition called
congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), in which there is an excess of androgens in fetal life due to an adrenal enzyme deficiency. Girls with this condition tend to have virilized genitalia
at birth, later corrected by surgery. The hormonal balance can
be restored to normal by administration of cortisone. What is of
interest here is that the effects of early androgen exposure can
be seen later in life in a number of behavioural differences, including enhanced spatial ability in CAH girls when compared
with their unaffected sisters (20-22; E Hampson, JF Rovet, D
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optimal level is in the low male range (Fig.3).
As in nonhuman animals, human behaviour is subject to activational fluctuations in sex hormones, evident also in cognitive
• functioning. The most thoroughly investigated influence of
activational hormones on cognition has employed the natural
variations in estrogen across the menstrual cycle (27, 28).
Women performed better on spatial tests in the low-estrogen
(menstrual) phase of the cycle than in the high-estrogen (late
follicular or midluteal) phase. In contrast, their performance on
articulatory-verbal and fine manual skills was better in the highestrogen phase.
Hormone-related variations in cognitive function appear also
in men. In Europe and North America, men have higher T levels
in autumn than in spring. Since spatial ability tends to be better
in men with lower T levels, it was predicted, and found, that
spatial tasks would be performed better by men in spring than
in autumn (29*). Performance on nonspatial tasks was uninfluenced by season. Recently, diurnal fluctuations in T levels were
also associated with variation in spatial function (12**). T levels are highest in men in early morning, and spatial performance
is worst in early morning, consistent with the findings from the
seasonal study. Since both of the preceding studies yield correlational data, we cannot be certain that T levels are the direct
cause of the cognitive changes. However, when T was administered to older men with presumptively lower-than-optimal T
levels, the effects were consistent with the above studies (30*).
The group who received T improved performance on a visuoFigure 2. Object location memory task, (a) The first array
is viewed for one minute, (b) then the second array is shown
and the task is to indicate which objects have changed locations, as well as which have not. Women perform better
on this task. Reproduced with permission from Silvertnan and
Eats (17).
Altmann, abstract 68, 25lh meeting International Congress of
Psychoneuroendocrinology, Seattle, August 1994). The necessity for comparison with family members to control for general
intelligence, when dealing with small special populations like
CAH, may account for the lack of such enhancement in another
recent study (23). Even in that study, however, a masculine
pattern of abilities (spatial rotation relatively better than verbal
Fluency) is seen.
Given the influence of early androgen levels on spatial ability,
one might expect a relation also between adult androgen levels
and spatial scores. Several studies relating levels of testosterone (T) and measures of spatial ability, across and within sex,
have found a non linear relationship (12**, 24,26). In women, it
is those with higher T, and in men those with lower T, who excel. This has given rise to the suggestion that there is an optimal level of T for certain kinds of spatial function, and that this
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the relation between testosterone levels and spatial ability. The mean of all groups
is depicted at 0. Division into high and low testosterone
groups is done by splitting at the median level within each
sex. Women with higher testosterone achieve better scores
than women with lower levels, but in men, the reverse is true.
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spatial constructional task, relative to placebo controls. Similarly, androgen administration improved performance selectively
on a spatial task in female-to-male transsexuals (31 *).
The susceptibility of cognitive pattern to variations in sex hormones is consistent with the idea that these hormones play a
role in organizing the pertinent neurocognitive systems, and
thus that some of the sex differences are due to early organizing influences. It must also be true that some of the variability
in the size of cognitive sex differences from study to study is
due to variation in the time of day, the season, and the menstrual phase.

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND COGNITIVE
PATTERN
• Sexual orientation is another biological variable that
might be expected to relate to cognitive pattern. Although the
determinants of sexual orientation are by no means fully understood, animal neurohormonal models of partner preference (32),
and genetic and neuroanatomical studies in humans (33) suggest an early contribution of these factors to variation in sexual
orientation in at least some males. A few studies on cognitive
differences between homosexual and heterosexual men (reviewed in 10**) found variable effects, but if anything, homosexual men scored lower on mental rotation tasks and on tasks
sampling perception of the horizontal.
Most studies on cognitive function in homosexuals have, because of the difficulties in recruiting subjects, employed small
sample sizes. Moreover, the unknown factors in recruitment
make it problematic whether those subjects tested are representative of the homosexual population. For these reasons, it is
important that samples be large enough, and that results be replicated reliably across studies, before accepting the findings. In
a study employing the largest samples to date (72 homosexual
men and 68 homosexual women), no significant differences between homosexual and heterosexual subjects appeared on two
commonly used paper-and-pencil spatial tasks, after adjusting
for age and education (10* *). The authors conclude that if differences related to sexual orientation exist, they are relatively
small.
In contrast to such paper-and-pencil tasks sampling spatial orientation, reliable differences have been found between homosexual and heterosexual men on targeting tasks. One method
employed an overhanded dart throw at a board (G Sanders,
abstract SY068.4, 25th International Congress of Psychology,
Brussels, July 1992), and the other, underhand throwing of a
velero-covercd ball at a vertical carpet marked out in squares
(14**). Both of these throwing tasks show large sex differences
favouring men (14**, 34). In both the Sanders and the Hall and
Kimura (14**) studies, heterosexual men made smaller errors than
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homosexual men, who did not differ significantly from heterosexual women. On a finger dexterity task that favours women
(Purdue Pegboard), homosexual men did not differ from heterosexual men. Earlier studies employing traditional spatial tests
had suggested that homosexual men might show a pattern intermediate between heterosexual men and women. Hall and
Kimura (14**) have suggested, instead, that homosexual men
may show either a male-typical or a female-typical pattern, depending on the function in question. Moreover, since adult levels of sex hormones do not differ between homosexual and heterosexual men, any hormonal explanation must invoke differences earlier in life.
The demonstration of a sexual-orientation effect on throwing
accuracy is interesting for two reasons: first, it shows an association with sexual orientation of an arguably more ecologically valid spatial task than the typical paper-and-pencil tasks,
and second, it refutes the often invoked explanation of the sex
difference on targeting, that men are better because they have
a physical/structural advantage.

SEX DIFFERENCES IN RELEVANT BRAIN
ORGANIZATION
• Although some morphological sex differences in the
brain have been found, notably in the size of commissural systems (35-37), these have yet to be related directly to the cognitive sex differences. The most commonly adopted hypothesis
about functional brain sex differences is that the left and right
hemispheres of the brain are more asymmetrically organized
in men than in women (1). That is, speech is less dependent on
the left hemisphere, and spatial and visuoperceptual functions
are less dependent on the right hemisphere in women than in
men. The hypothesis of lesser functional asymmetry in women
is based largely on studies of perceptual asymmetry in normal
subjects. For example, when two different words are presented
to the two ears simultaneously, the right-ear input, having better access to the opposite (speech) hemisphere, is reported more
accurately than the left ear. This is true of both men and women,
but the ear differences are often smaller in women (38).
New brain imaging techniques make it possible to record activity in each hemisphere while actually performing a task, and thus
the degree of functional asymmetry can be studied more directly.
However, although imaging techniques are of undoubted value
in examining individual differences, they must be constrained
by information about what happens when presumptively critical regions are lost. Thus, a recent study asked subjects to determine whether two nonsense words rhymed, that is, to make a
phonological comparison. In men, activation on functional magnetic resonance imaging was limited to a frontal area of the left
hemisphere, whereas in women, this region was activated in both
hemispheres (39*). The reasonable inference, that phonologi-
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cal processing is more asymmetrically organized in men, however, needs to he vetted against data from pathology to this
region. Until we know that damage to the left or right brain region has different effects in men and women, it may be premature to conclude that the imaging data represent primary functional dilTerences.
It is also often claimed that the superior performance by men on
visuospatial tasks is due to enhanced development of the right
hemisphere, or greater dependence on right-hemisphere function. Yet, actual studies comparing the effects of left-hemisphere
or right-hemisphere damage in men and women do not support
this position. One study (40) found that pathology to the right
hemisphere adversely affected spatial rotation ability equally
in men and women. Another study (41*) suggested that women
with right-hemisphere strokes were more affected than were men
on visuospatial tasks such as line orientation.
A second hypothesis concerning brain sex differences is that
men and women differ in dependence of speech and related
manual control functions, on anterior and posterior regions.
Women are more likely to suffer speech disorders (aphasia) and
motor programming disorders (apraxia) after anterior damage,
whereas men are more likely to incur these symptoms after
posterior damage (40, 42, 43*). This arrangement has been
speculatively linked to the male advantage on throwing accuracy, and to the female advantage on certain fine motor tasks
(14**. 40).

CONCLUSIONS
• Cognitive profile varies consistently with sex, albeit with
substantial overlap between men and women. A new task requiring detection of changes in an array of object locations yields
a sex difference favouring women, an unexpected finding. Studies relating cognitive pattern to sexual orientation report more
consistent findings on a real-world targeting task than on paperand-pcncil spatial tests. The probable influence of early exposure
lo androgens in organizing adult spatial ability is supported by
addilional studies on spatial performance in girls with CAH. Fluctuations in sex hormones continue to affect cognitive pattern in
adulthood, as evidenced by diurnal, menstrual and seasonal
variations. Imaging techniques have begun to uncover possible
functional brain differences between men and women, but these
need to be rigorously vetted in future against the effects of relevant brain lesions. Brain sex dilTerences in left-right, anteriorposterior, and intcrhemisphcric functional organization may
exist.
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